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Summary 

In order to enhance The Ford Center’s social media presence research was conducted comparing  various performing arts 
institutions’ Facebook pages to gauge how each relayed information about events  to audiences online. Posts between August 22 and 
September 11 were examined for the following factors: the number of videos posted, number of posts shared from another source, 
“Click-bait” posts, posts geared towards students, and the overall number of posts. Content shared from other sources was generally low; 
however, a significant portion of the posts from various pages did contain video content.  The posts with video content also had a much 
higher amount of interaction with followers as opposed to stagnant word posts or shared links.  “Click-bait” posts were the least frequent 
of all the content next to posts geared toward students. The data collected leads to the conclusion that the Facebook medium is used in a 
more informative manner to update and remind followers of upcoming events, rather than as a promotional tool or sales tactic.  Over the 
three week period analyzed, the average number of posts was 17 . This means  each institution was regularly updating their followers 
anywhere from two to five times during the week.  The information gathered through the following research led to multiple insights to 
improve and enhance the Ford Center’s Facebook content and communication.  
 
Methodology 

This study evaluated eight performing arts centers’ Facebook content  between August 22 and September 11. The analysis was 
then used  to see how performing arts centers across the nation use Facebook as a communication tool to facilitate upcoming events and 
update audiences on future visiting artists.  The amount of video content used in Facebook posts was of interest because of the growing 
popularity of this medium as well as the unique draw it can have opposed to stagnant word posts. Another variable, shared posts, was 
also examined. Shared posts is the number of posts that contain content of other contributors, for example, the featured artists of that 
month or week. 
 
Performing Arts Centers Analyzed on Facebook 

● Manship Theatre (Baton Rouge, LA) 
○ Page “Likes”: 8,900 

● RiverCenter for the Performing Arts (Columbus, GA) 
○ Page “Likes”:  12,310 

● The Dixie Carter Performing Arts Center 
(Huntingdon, TN) 

○ Page “Likes”: 3,946 
● Tarpon Springs Cultural Center (Tarpon, Springs, FL) 

○ Page “Likes”: 2, 196 
 

● East Alabama Arts (Opelika, AL) 
○ Page “Likes”: 958 

●  Thrasher-Horne Center (Orange Park, FL) 
○ Page “Likes”: 15,888 

● Leslie S. Wright Fine Arts Center (Birmingham, AL) 
○ Page “Likes”:1,832 

● Acadiana Center for the Arts (Lafayette, LA) 
○ Page “Likes”: 11,283 
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Analyzation Variables 

● Video Posts: Posts between August 22-September 11 containing video content. 
● Shared Posts: Posts between August 22-September 11 shared from other Facebook pages or outside sources to supplement 

in-house content. 
● “Click-Bait” Posts: Posts between August 22-September 11 containing current “click-bait” tactics such as listicals, memes, GIFs, 

popular hashtags, etc.  
● Frequency of Posts: Number of posts made between August 22-September 11.  
● Student Focused Posts: Posts between August 22-September 11 targeted for students, specifically containing the words 

“student” or “students” or some variation of the term.  
 
IMC Insight for Ford Center 

After analyzing the data, it is apparent that video posts are a beneficial addition to the Ford Center’s Facebook page post 
content.  Videos allow potential followers to preview the show they are considering attending in a more engaging way. It also has the 
potential to  spark interest to see a show followers were not previously  considering in a way that does not require the audience to 
actively read a text-heavy post.  A way to take video a step further would be to utilize the Facebook Live tool. This tool would allow the 
Ford Center to give their followers a real-time look at what is happening either backstage or during a performance.  It is also  evident that 
centers who posted more frequently and repeated posts generated more interaction with users. Repeating posts, or posting frequently 
keeps the events and performances at the forefront of users’ minds as they are consistently reminded of events and sales. Utilizing a 
repetition tactic could lead to more ticket sales or post interaction for the the Ford Center. The combination of these two approaches to 
Facebook posts  has lead to positive results in interaction from customers  for similar performing arts centers nationwide.  
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Code Book 
 

Sample Video Posts Shared Posts “Click=Bait” Posts Frequency of Posts Student Focused 
posts 

Manship Theatre 4 3 0 21 0 

RiverCenter for the 
Performing Arts 
Center 

3 0 0 10 0 

Dixie Carter 
Performing Arts 
Center 

0 3 0 15 3 

Tarpon Springs 
Cultural Center 

5 7 0 32 0 

East Alabama Arts 5 1 0 11 0 

Thrasher-Horne 
Center 

4 1 10 22 0 

Leslie S. Wright 
Fine Arts Center 

4 0 0 15 11 

Acadiana Center 
for the Arts  

3 0 5 17 7 

 

Code Sheet 
Video Posts: Posts between August 22-September 11 containing video content. 
Shared Posts: Posts between August 22-September 11 shared from other Facebook pages or outside sources to supplement in-house 
content. 
“Click-Bait” Posts: Posts between August 22-September 11 containing current “click-bait” tactics such as listicals, memes, GIFs, popular 
hashtags, etc.  
Frequency of Posts: Number of posts made between August 22-September 11.  
Student Focused Posts: Posts between August 22-September 11 targeted for students, specifically containing the words “student” or 
“students” or some variation of the term.  


